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About This Game

Hunter Gatherer is a top down adventure in which you are found, lost in the woods, by a forest spirit. He has a passion for
cooking and will point you in the direction of your home town if you help him find some ingredients. Some though, are hard to
find, and you must travel long distances, find food, avoid and combat dangerous monsters, set traps, and gatherer materials to

make a fire, before it gets dark.

Features:

--> generates a completely random world every time you play.
--> many different types of monster, congregating in many different forms

--> challenge, survival is tough when you are out in the woods, and must gatherer food for yourself, hunt down monster camps,
and collect materials for the forest spirits, meal.
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this game is great if you hate fun.. I usually don't like to write negative reviews, but this is a special something:
*) \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 controls
*) no content
*) insulting interface

This game\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the survival genre.. DO NOT BUY.
Game length is seriously 3 Min gameplay time. I'm not joking.
This game pretend to has a Story and acts like survival game. But actually It has none of them.
Since Game has only 3 quest. and which can beat in 3 min,
hunger system is totally useless. you beat the 3 quest and game is over.

*Clap Clap. I usally able to see game's true aspect (sucked game or not sucked game) through trailer and description.
I failed this time.
Well played.. \udb40\udc21. It has to be worth the sale price of $1.69 right? No. The concept is worthy, but there is no content
to back it up. Would revisit if there was more added.. That's game is a little bit strange, the idea isn't as bad as I tought but the
game is too minimal. Aftre 10 minutes you don't know what to do and in game you can't regular the audio. However, it's ok, I
buy it just becouse is cost 1.99$ and if you are bored you can play it, if you have 'nothing' else to do..
D.. If you liked other survival games such as Don't Starve, I reccomend getting this game. It'll really make you appreciate those
games.. Fun game. Quite short once you get used to the mechanics and could use more content but well worth the price,. Fun but
still needs work.
3\/5. You know that thing you get in 3d games where you have a detailed object with crisp textures laying on a blobbish texel
smear of some large-scale background? This is that, in a 2D game. Every sprite has a different DPI on screen, it feels like.

Also the text apparently only looked good on the original testing resolution; it scales badly.

Retro or "low-quality" art is fine, just see undertale or nidhogg. The random inconsistancy is what kills it.

The controls are kinda sticky, at least in switching to movement to the right.

I didn't get much past the stew, but other reviews seem to indicate that I've already seen about half the game. Short games are
fine, but...

The writing is also slightly off. Not bad-bad, but if you're putting something up for sale... try to get someone with at least a slight
college level expereince in proofing and copyediting to go over it -- someone who didn't write it. Given the amount of text
between the game, the website, and steam itself, I'd guess that's maybe a half hour's work.

The less text you have the more important it is to get it right.

All in all it looks like a good first finished game project from a new dev, but I just keep asking myself, why is it on steam?
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